Abstract. In this paper we propose a Modi ed Block Newton Method for approximating an invariant subspace S and the corresponding eigenvalues of a symmetric matrix A. The method generates a sequence of matrices Z (k) which span subspaces S k approximating S. The matrices Z (k) are calculated via a Newton step applied to a special formulation of the block eigenvalue problem for the matrix A, followed by a Rayleigh-Ritz step which also yields the corresponding eigenvalue approximations. We show that for su ciently good initial approximations the subspaces S k converge to S in the sense that sin ' k with ' k := ](S k ; S) converges to zero Q-quadratically provided that the eigenvalues belonging to S are separated from the remaining ones.
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Introduction
This paper is concerned with the approximation of an invariant subspace S of a symmetric matrix A. Let 
where U is orthogonal, U 1 2 R n;p ; U 2 2 R n;q ; p + q = n. This implies 1 = U T 1 AU 1 = diag( 1 ; : : : ; p ) 2 R p;p ; 2 = U T 2 AU 2 = diag( p+1 ; : : : ; n ) 2 R q;q :
We assume that the number q of columns in U 2 is small compared with the dimension n of the matrix A. Our aim is to nd a set of vectors Z = z 1 ; : : : ; z q ], such that im Z im U 2 =: S.
The background for our studies are continuation techniques, see, e.g., 1] and 9]. These methods are used for solving parameter dependent nonlinear equations H(u; t) = 0 with H : R n R ! R n : (2) In general, the solution set L = f(u; t) : H(u; t) = 0g of (2) consists of onedimensional paths. The invariant subspace corresponding to the zero eigenvalues of A := @ u H(u; t) is needed to obtain information about the occurrence of singular points as, e.g., turning points, or simple bifurcation points. In order to detect, classify, and compute such singular points this invariant subspace has to be tracked along the solution path. For some classes of problems (2), the matrix A has only a few negative eigenvalues. So it makes sense to split A into a large positive de nite part and a small part which contains the negative, zero and small positive eigenvalues, see 10] . The corresponding eigenspace problem can be described as follows: For an one-parametric family of symmetric matrices fA(s) = @ u H(u(s); t(s))g with A(:) : R ! R n;n su ciently smooth, nd approximations to the invariant subspace im U 2 (s) corresponding to all non-positive and a few small positive eigenvalues of A(s). Starting at (u 0 ; t 0 ) = (u(s 0 ); t(s 0 )) 2 L, an approximation to the subspace im U 2 (s 0 ) can be computed by subspace iteration, inverse iteration, or Lanczos methods. Along the solution path the invariant subspace should be tracked by a local, fast convergent method. This directly leads to Newton-type methods which have superior local convergence properties over standard approaches like subspace iteration or Lanczos methods; for a discussion of the latter methods see, e.g. , 7] . Moreover, in the context of path following we can almost always provide su ciently good initial approximations to ensure convergence.
We have to emphasize here that path following is only one possible application of our method. In general, the Modi ed Block Newton Method proposed in this paper can be used for approximating an eigenspace which belongs to an arbitrary set of eigenvalues provided that this set is su ciently separated from the rest of the spectrum and that a su ciently good initial approximation to the desired eigenspace is available.
Let z be an eigenvector of A with kzk = 1 and let be the corresponding eigenvalue. If not otherwise speci ed, the norm is always the Euclidean vector norm or the spectral norm of a matrix. Then the eigenpair (z; ) satis es F(z; ) = Az ? z z T z ? 1 = 0 0 :
This is a quadratic system of equations. In 6] it is shown, that (z; ) is a regular solution of (3) in the sense that the Jacobian @F(z; ) is nonsingular if and only if is a simple eigenvalue of A. Hence, if is simple, equation (3) can be solved by applying Newton's method as has been done by Unger, see 13] . The z-part of Newton's method is essentially equivalent to applying one step of inverse iteration with the shift k where k is the k-th approximation to , see again 6].
By the way, the relation between both approaches has already been discussed in the classic text book 15] published in 1953.
Hence, if 2 only consists of simple eigenvalues, each of them can be approximated individually by applying Newton's method to (3) . However, if 2 contains multiple or clustered eigenvalues, Newton's method will fail or have a very small region of convergence since the condition number of the Newton equations will be large. So we are looking for a block generalization which allows to handle multiple or clustered eigenvalues simultaneously as in standard subspace iteration techniques.
A straightforward generalization of (3) is
where Z 2 R n;q ; M 2 R q;q , and q > 1. Suppose that Z with rank Z = q spans the, up to now, arbitrary invariant subspace im U 2 belonging to 2 . Then we have Z = U 2 S with a nonsingular S 2 R q;q , and Z solves the rst block AZ ?ZM = 0 of (4) with M = S ?1 2 S. The orthonormality condition Z T Z ? I q = 0 of the second block requires S T S = I q , i.e., S has to be orthogonal, and any orthogonal S yields a solution (Z; M) of (4). Thus, the solution set of (4) 
When applying Newton's method to equation (5), one obtains the iteration Z
) 2 R n;q R q;q from the linearized equation
i.e., in each step one has to solve the linear system
? I q : (9) Note that the rst block is a Sylvester equation with respect to Z.
In general, the equations (9) are coupled by the o -diagonal elements of M (k) so that the e cient solution of the whole linear system causes di culties. Therefore, we propose a Modi ed Block Newton Method (=: MBNM) which, as standard Newton, also converges quadratically but guarantees the matrices M (k) to be diagonal. Then (9) separates into q decoupled linear systems for the columns z i 2 R n of Z and m i 2 R q of M. Moreover, unlike the linear systems occurring in inverse iteration, all these linear systems have uniformly bounded inverses under appropriate assumptions. This allows using iterative solvers in case of large and sparse A, see, e.g., 2] for a discussion of such methods which, in general, are of Krylov type. This paper is organized as follows: In the next Section 2 the algorithm MBNM is described. A convergence analysis of this algorithm is given in Section 3. The results of some numerical tests are presented in Section 4.
A Modified Block Newton Method
In this section we present a Newton-like scheme which generates a sequence (Z This can be achieved by applying the modi ed Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization procedure followed by the Rayleigh-Ritz procedure to an arbitrary full rank approximation Z (k) . Recall that these two basic algorithms are de ned as follows, for details see, e.g., 3] or 4] :
Modi ed Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization: (Z;R) = orth( Z)
Input: Z 2 R n;q with rank Z = q Output:Z 2 R n;q withZ TZ = I q ;R 2 R q;q upper triangular, Z =ZR Rayleigh-Ritz procedure: (Z; M) = rr(Z)
Input:Z 2 R n;q withZ TZ = I q Output: Z 2 R n;q ; M = diag( as normalizing matrix in iteration step k, then in the rst Newton step, i.e., in the step k = 0 of (8) where the current approximation Z (k) from the modi ed method is taken as initial iterate Z (0) , the second block of (9) which change with k. At iteration step k we then perform only one Newton step applied to (P k ) starting from the Rayleigh-Ritz pair (Z (k) ; M (k) ). Note that the problems (P k ) have, in general, di erent solutions (Z W (k) ; M W (k) ), but all Z W (k) span the same subspace S = im U 2 , and all M W (k) are similar to 2 and so have the same eigenvalues ( 2 ). With these settings, the Newton equations (9) 
Convergence Analysis
In this section the convergence behavior of the MBNM is investigated. We begin with the convergence analysis of the standard Newton iteration without the Rayleigh-Ritz procedure, applied to F W (Z; M) = 0 with xed W. We show that, for matrices W from a certain class B " 0 , there exists an uniformly regular solution of (5), and @F W has an uniform Lipschitz constant. Then we apply a standard convergence result, see, e.g., 8]. Further, we provide some lemmas which allow to extend the convergence result to the MBNM.
Throughout this section we assume that (A1) the matrix A 2 R n;n be symmetric with spectral decomposition (1), (A2) the spectra ( 1 ) and ( 2 ) be separated, i.e., 
Proof. In what follows we identify (X; Y ) 2 R n;q R q;q with X Y 2 R n+q;q and de ne k(X; with right-hand sides (X; Y ) with k(X;
First, by introducing the projectors P 1 := U 1 U T 1 ; P 2 := U 2 U T 2 ; P 1 + P 2 = I n ; we write (17) as (P 1 + P 2 ) A (P 1 + P 2 ) Z ? (P 1 + P 2 ) Z M ? (P 1 + P 2 ) Z M = (P 1 + P 2 ) X W T (P 1 + P 2 ) Z = Y:
This is equivalent to U ); (k = 0; 1; : : : ) are nonsingular.
In the MBNM, at iteration step k we perform only one standard Newton step for (5) 
Next we show that sin ' k+1 = sin ](im Z solves (9) . Considering (38) and (40), this leads to
Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization (Z
;R
Step S3 of MBNM yields the orthonormal basisZ 
: Now we use a result by Stewart 
In our case, due to (43) we obtain 
) ? ; im U 2 ) satis es sin ' 0 " 3 , then, by induction, the whole sequence fZ (k) g is well-de ned, and sin ' k goes to zero at least Q-linearly with factor < 1 and, moreover, Q-quadratically.
Summarizing the results proved above we obtain the desired convergence theorem. 
Numerical Results
The algorithm MBNM has been tested on several examples of di erent sizes and spectra. As test matrices we used the 21 21 Wilkinson From the theory developed in the previous section we expect that the convergence behavior of MBNM is mainly in uenced by the gap of the spectrum and the quality of the initial basis Z (0) measured by the angle ' 0 between im Z (0) and im U 2 . Therefore, we tested the method for its sensitivity with respect to these parameters.
A second aim of our test computations was the following: For updating an approximation to an invariant subspace by Newton-type methods there are basically two possibilities, namely the simultaneous updating of all directions using MBNM, or the individual updating of each eigenpair approximation by the standard Newton method applied to (3) . We compared the convergence behavior of both methods. In case of large scale problems one has to use iterative solvers for solving the linear systems. Their convergence behavior strongly depends on the condition of the linear systems to be solved, in general. Therefore, we also monitored the condition number of the linear systems. As initial approximations we took randomly perturbed exact eigenvectors of the matrix A.
All computations were done on a SPARC 20 using MATLAB. , the number N of Newton steps performed, the maximum of the condition numbers over all linear systems solved, the sine of ' = ' N when the iteration terminated, and the spectral norm kR k 2 of the corresponding residual. Table 4 . Setup 2 { Modi ed Block Newton Method.
Again, in Test 1 an invariant subspace was computed, but not the target one. In Tests 2 and 3 no convergence was obtained at all. Finally, in Tests 4 and 5 the initial approximations were su ciently good for the method to converge.
The results of the second setup show that, as expected from theory, smaller gaps require better initial approximations for the algorithm to converge. Note, that the condition numbers are of size 1= , cf. the bound (16).
Problem 2: Dingdong matrix
In this test problem we wanted to verify the Q-quadratical convergence of sin ' k to zero predicted by the theory. Therefore, we run MBNM and monitored the sine of ' k and the spectral norm of the residual kR k k 2 after each iteration step. The computations were done with di erent gaps whereby the initial approximations were chosen such that the method converged. In accordance to Problem 1, they had to be chosen the better the smaller the gap was.
The results are shown in Table 5 . Each setup corresponds to a certain splitting with a gap , and k is the iteration index of MBNM. The column sin ' k indeed shows that the angles between the subspaces spanned by the current iterates Z k and the target subspace converges quadratically to zero. 
